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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2021-07-15 this book provides an overview of the
basic concepts and components of uavs the various sensors used architecture of
autonomous uavs communication tools and devices to acquire real time data
from uavs the software needed to analyze the uav data required rules and
regulations to fly uavs various application areas and future areas of research
which is needed to handle relevant challenges features explores the utilization of
uavs in different application areas such as construction oil and gas mining
agriculture forestry search and rescue surveillance transportation disaster
logistics health journalism and many more covers the theory hardware and
software components of uavs includes end of chapter review questions for better
understanding of the subject matter
Unmanned Aviation 2004 newcome traces the family tree of unmanned aircraft
all the way back to their roots as aerial torpedoes which were the equivalent of
todays cruise missiles he discusses the work of leading aerospace pioneers
whose efforts in the area of unmanned aviation have largely been ignored by
history
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles : More Testing Needed Before Production of Short-
range System 1992 this title explores the development and use of unmanned
aerial vehicles or remotely piloted aircraft more commonly known as drones
readers will follow the history of the origins and development of the incredible
military technology behind uavs such as the predator drone the wasp micro air
vehicle the global hawk unmanned aerial vehicle the hand launched remote
control rq 11 raven for field troops and the long endurance hunter killer mq 9
reaper chapters detail their military and performance specifications as well as
their features and advantages in the field including their cameras sensors
control systems and weapons and their pilots often sitting on the other side of
the world readers will also learn about their use in significant combat and
surveillance missions throughout the middle east and in other countries includes
spec boxes and other text features aligned to common core standards and
correlated to state standards a d xtreme is an imprint of abdo publishing a
division of abdo
Fireflies and Other UAV's (unmanned Aerial Vehicles) 1992 what is
uncrewed vehicle a vehicle that does not have any people on board is referred to
as an uncrewed vehicle or an unmanned vehicle unmanned vehicles may be
remote controlled or remote guided vehicles or they can be autonomous vehicles
that have the ability to sense their surroundings and navigate independently
how you will benefit i insights and validations about the following topics chapter
1 uncrewed vehicle chapter 2 autonomous robot chapter 3 unmanned aerial
vehicle chapter 4 unmanned combat aerial vehicle chapter 5 micro air vehicle
chapter 6 remote control vehicle chapter 7 autonomous underwater vehicle
chapter 8 unmanned ground vehicle chapter 9 history of unmanned aerial
vehicles chapter 10 history of unmanned combat aerial vehicles chapter 11
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unmanned underwater vehicle chapter 12 list of unmanned aerial vehicles
chapter 13 autonomous logistics chapter 14 association for unmanned vehicle
systems international chapter 15 guidance navigation and control chapter 16
autonomous aircraft chapter 17 loitering munition chapter 18 list of unmanned
aerial vehicle applications chapter 19 usv maxlimer chapter 20 cssc unmanned
vehicles chapter 21 xtdt unmanned vehicles ii answering the public top
questions about uncrewed vehicle iii real world examples for the usage of
uncrewed vehicle in many fields iv 17 appendices to explain briefly 266
emerging technologies in each industry to have 360 degree full understanding of
uncrewed vehicle technologies who this book is for professionals undergraduate
and graduate students enthusiasts hobbyists and those who want to go beyond
basic knowledge or information for any kind of uncrewed vehicle
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 1995 this book contains 35 chapters written by
experts in developing techniques for making aerial vehicles more intelligent
more reliable more flexible in use and safer in operation it will also serve as an
inspiration for further improvement of the design and application of aeral
vehicles the advanced techniques and research described here may also be
applicable to other high tech areas such as robotics avionics vetronics and space
UAVs: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2012-01-01 written by an expert with more
than 30 years of experience guidance of unmanned aerial vehicles contains new
analytical results taken from the author s research which can be used for
analysis and design of unmanned aerial vehicles guidance and control systems
this book progresses from a clear elucidation of guidance laws and unmanned
aerial veh
Uncrewed Vehicle 2022-08-09 first used in military applications unmanned
aerial vehicles are becoming an integral aspect of modern society and are
expanding into the commercial scientific recreational agricultural and
surveillance sectors with the increasing use of these drones by government
officials business professionals and civilians more research is needed to
understand their complexity both in design and function unmanned aerial
vehicles breakthroughs in research and practice is a critical source of academic
knowledge on the design construction and maintenance of drones as well as
their applications across all aspects of society highlighting a range of pertinent
topics such as intelligent systems artificial intelligence and situation awareness
this publication is an ideal reference source for military consultants military
personnel business professionals operation managers surveillance companies
agriculturalists policymakers government officials law enforcement it
professionals academicians researchers and graduate level students
Aerial Vehicles 2009-01-01 this book provides a complete overview of the
theory design and applications of unmanned aerial vehicles it covers the basics
including definitions attributes manned vs unmanned design considerations life
cycle costs architecture components air vehicle payload communications data
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link and ground control stations chapters cover types and civilian roles sensors
and characteristics alternative power communications and data links conceptual
design human machine interface sense and avoid systems civil airspace issues
and integration efforts navigation autonomous control swarming and future
capabilities
Guidance of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2011-03-29 hey we all must have
noticed a drone flying at an event or maybe some other application have you
ever thought about how a drone flies what are all the types and sizes of
unmanned aerial vehicles what are all the parts and applications of a drone are
you interested in getting knowledge of the above questions and more related to
them get ready after reading this book the next time you see a drone you will
see it from a whole different perspective
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice 2019-05-03
this book provides a complete overview of the theory design and applications of
unmanned aerial vehicles it covers the basics including definitions attributes
manned vs unmanned design considerations life cycle costs architecture
components air vehicle payload communications data link and ground control
stations chapters cover types and civilian roles sensors and characteristics
alternative power communications and data links conceptual design human
machine interface sense and avoid systems civil airspace issues and integration
efforts navigation autonomous control swarming and future capabilities
Theory, Design, and Applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2016-11-18 first
used in military applications unmanned aerial vehicles are becoming an integral
aspect of modern society and are expanding into the commercial scientific
recreational agricultural and surveillance sectors with the increasing use of
these drones by government officials business professionals and civilians more
research is needed to understand their complexity both in design and function
unmanned aerial vehicles breakthroughs in research and practice is a critical
source of academic knowledge on the design construction and maintenance of
drones as well as their applications a
Basics of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2021-03-06 the books given information
on the history of uav from its inception and its various use commercially and on
the battlefield
Theory, Design, and Applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2016-11-18
unmanned aerial vehicles uavs and artificial intelligence ai are gaining the
attention of academic and industrial researchers due to the freedoms that uavs
afford when operating and monitoring activities remotely applying machine
learning and deep learning techniques can result in fast and reliable outputs and
have helped in real time monitoring data collection and processing and
prediction uavs utilizing these techniques can become instrumental tools for
computer wireless networks smart cities military applications agricultural
sectors and mining unmanned aerial vehicles and multidisciplinary applications
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using ai techniques is an essential reference source that covers pattern
recognition machine and deep learning based methods and other ai techniques
and the impact they have when applied to different real time applications of uavs
it synthesizes the scope and importance of machine learning and deep learning
models in enhancing uav capabilities solutions to problems and numerous
application areas covering topics such as vehicular surveillance systems yield
prediction and human activity recognition this premier reference source is a
comprehensive resource for computer scientists ai engineers data scientists
agriculturalists government officials military leaders business managers and
leaders students and faculty of higher education academic libraries
academicians and researchers in computer science computer vision pattern
recognition imaging and engineering
Fireflies and Other UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) 1992 1 introduction
1 1 unmanned aerial systems 1 2 cooperative control 1 3 contingencies 2 health
management for the individual vehicle a review 2 1 passive and active fault
tolerant control systems 2 2 fault failure detection and diagnosis 2 3 control
reconfiguration 2 4 ftc and fdd techniques for mav and suav 3 health monitoring
and adaptation for uas formations 3 1 models of vehicle dynamics flight control
and faults 3 2 formation control 3 3 observer based decentralized abrupt fault
detector 3 4 signal based decentralized non abrupt fault detector 3 5 uav
command adaptation 3 6 simulations and experiments 4 decision making and
health management for cooperating uas 4 1 coordinated rendezvous of uas
formations 4 2 cooperation despite information flow faults 4 3 numerical
simulations 4 4 distributed and parallel implementation of optimization
algorithms
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2019 describes the history characteristics and uses of
unmanned combat aerial vehicles
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 2015-06-23 what is artificial intelligence vehicle an
unmanned aerial vehicle uav that is used for intelligence surveillance target
acquisition and reconnaissance and carries aircraft ordnance such as missiles
anti tank guided missiles atgms and or bombs in hardpoints for drone strikes is
referred to as an unmanned combat aerial vehicle ucav also known as a combat
drone and colloquially shortened as drone or battlefield uav another name for a
ucav is a combat drone these drones are often under the direct control of a
human operator in real time and exhibit varied degrees of autonomy unlike
unmanned surveillance and reconnaissance aerial vehicles unmanned combat
aerial vehicles ucavs can be employed for both drone strikes and gathering
intelligence on the battlefield how you will benefit i insights and validations
about the following topics chapter 1 unmanned combat aerial vehicle chapter 2
general atomics mq 1 predator chapter 3 history of unmanned combat aerial
vehicles chapter 4 list of unmanned aerial vehicles chapter 5 tai anka chapter 6
nescom burraq chapter 7 caig wing loong chapter 8 drone warfare chapter 9
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unmanned aerial vehicles in the united states military chapter 10 baykar
bayraktar tb2 ii answering the public top questions about artificial intelligence
vehicle iii real world examples for the usage of artificial intelligence vehicle in
many fields iv 17 appendices to explain briefly 266 emerging technologies in
each industry to have 360 degree full understanding of artificial intelligence
vehicle technologies who this book is for professionals undergraduate and
graduate students enthusiasts hobbyists and those who want to go beyond basic
knowledge or information for any kind of artificial intelligence vehicle
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Multidisciplinary Applications Using AI
Techniques 2022-05-27 this book provides an introduction to the use of
unmanned aerial vehicles uavs for the geographic observation and spatial
analysis of urban areas the velocity of urban change necessitates observation
platforms that not only enhance situational awareness for planning and allied
analytical efforts but also provide the ability to rapidly and inexpensively collect
data and monitor change uavs can accomplish both of these tasks but their use
in urban environments is loaded with social operational regulatory and technical
challenges that must be addressed for successful deployments the book provides
a resource for educators and students who work with geographic information
and are seeking to enhance these data with the use of unmanned aerial vehicles
topics covered include 1 a primer on uavs and the many different ways they can
be used for geographic observation 2 a detailed overview on the use of aviation
maps and charts for operating uavs in complex urban airspace 3 techniques for
integrating uav derived data with more traditional geographic information 4
application of spatial analytical tools for urban and environmental planning and
5 an exploration of privacy and public safety issues associated with uav
operation
Safety and Reliability in Cooperating Unmanned Aerial Systems 2010 this
volume responds to the growing interest in adopting aerial robots uavs or
drones for agricultural crop production which are revolutionizing farming
methods worldwide the book provides a detailed review of 250 uavs that
examines their usefulness in enhancing profitability yield and quality of crop
production recent trends indicate an increase in agricultural drone production
and use millions of dollars have been invested in start ups that produce agro
drones in the past several years north america europe china and the far east
have excelled in offering a large number of uav models some of them are
versatile a few are specific and many of them are low cost with so many drone
models over 1200 available how do farmers and agricultural specialists choose
the models best for them this compendium examines the most useful drones and
provides the pertinent details about each drone its producer cost incurred and
its pros and cons it covers their technical specifications suitability for various
purposes previous performances in farms and possible benefits to farmers it
covers fixed wing drones fixed winged hybrid vtol helicopters multi copters
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tilted wing drones etc the book includes a few drones meant more for military or
other purposes e g recreation fun but that could be easily modified and adapted
for the farming sector the reviews compare activities among the uavs such aerial
imagery of crops ability to provide spectral analyses to collect useful data about
a crop s growth patterns and how they can be used to gauge crop canopy
temperature i e water stress index determine grain maturity and much more
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 1990 bio inspired computation in unmanned aerial
vehicles focuses on the aspects of path planning formation control
heterogeneous cooperative control and vision based surveillance and navigation
in unmanned aerial vehicles uavs from the perspective of bio inspired
computation it helps readers to gain a comprehensive understanding of control
related problems in uavs presenting the latest advances in bio inspired
computation by combining bio inspired computation and uav control problems
key questions are explored in depth and each piece is content rich while
remaining accessible with abundant illustrations of simulation work this book
links theory algorithms and implementation procedures demonstrating the
simulation results with graphics that are intuitive without sacrificing academic
rigor further it pays due attention to both the conceptual framework and the
implementation procedures the book offers a valuable resource for scientists
researchers and graduate students in the field of control aerospace technology
and astronautics especially those interested in artificial intelligence and
unmanned aerial vehicles professor haibin duan and dr pei li both work at
beihang university formerly beijing university of aeronautics astronautics buaa
prof duan s academic website is hbduan buaa edu cn
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2006 this book aims to provide a vision that can
combine the best of both artificial intelligence ai and communication networks
for designing the deployment trajectory to establish flexible unmanned aerial
vehicles uav communication networks this book will discuss the major
challenges that can face deploying unmanned aerial vehicles in emergent
networks it will focus on possible applications of uav in a smart city environment
where they can be supported by internet of things iot wireless sensor networks
as well as 5g and beyond this book presents the possible problems and solutions
the network integration of the uav and compare the communication technologies
to be used this book will be a collection of original contributions regarding state
of the art ai ml based solutions in uav communication networks which can be
used for routing protocol design transport layer optimization user application
behaviour prediction communication network optimization security and anomaly
detection
Artificial Intelligence Vehicle 2023-07-03 in the last decade the development
and control of unmanned aerial vehicles uavs has attracted a lot of interest both
researchers and companies have a growing interest in improving this type of
vehicle given their many civilian and military applications this book presents the
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state of the art in the area of uav flight formation the coordination and robust
consensus approaches are presented in detail as well as formation flight control
strategies which are validated in experimental platforms it aims at helping
students and academics alike to better understand what coordination and flight
formation control can make possible several novel methods are presented
controllability and observability of multi agent systems robust consensus flight
formation control stability of formations over noisy networks which generate
solutions of guaranteed performance for uav flight formation contents 1
introduction j a guerrero 2 theoretical preliminaries j a guerrero 3 multiagent
coordination strategies j a guerrero r lozano m w spong n chopra 4 robust
control design for multiagent systems with parametric uncertainty j a guerrero g
romero 5 on adaptive and robust controlled synchronization of networked
robotic systems on strongly connected graphs y c liu n chopra 6 modeling and
control of mini uav g flores colunga j a guerrero j escareño r lozano 7 flight
formation control strategies for mini uavs j a guerrero 8 formation based on
potential functions l garcía a dzul 9 quadrotor vision based control j e gomez
balderas j a guerrero s salazar r lozano p castillo 10 toward vision based
coordination of quadrotor platoons l r garcía carrillo j a guerrero r lozano 11
optimal guidance for rotorcraft platoon formation flying in wind fields j a
guerrero y bestaoui r lozano 12 impact of wireless medium access protocol on
the quadrotor formation control j a guerrero y challal p castillo 13 mac protocol
for wireless communications a mendez m panduro o elizarraras d covarrubias 14
optimization of a scannable pattern for bidimensional antenna arrays to provide
maximum performance a reyna m a panduro a mendez
UAVs and Urban Spatial Analysis 2020-01-10 unmanned aerial vehicles uavs
have been referred to in many ways such as rpv remotely piloted vehicle drone
robot plane and pilotless aircraft most often called uavs they are defined by the
dept of defense dod as powered aerial vehicles that do not carry a human
operator use aerodynamic forces to provide vehicle lift can fly autonomously or
be piloted remotely can be expendable or recoverable and can carry a lethal or
nonlethal payload the war on terrorism has put a high premium on the primary
mission of uavs intelligence gathering the military effectiveness of uavs in
conflicts such as iraq 2003 afghanistan 2001 and kosovo 1999 opened the eyes
of many to both the advantages and disadvantages provided by unmanned
aircraft long relegated to the sidelines in military operations uavs are now used
in ways normally reserved for manned aircraft this 2003 report includes
background information on uavs considerations for congress and dod uav
programs current in 2003 both operational and developmental figures and tables
this is a print on demand report
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Systems in Crop Production 2019-07-11 analyzes
the strategic implications of unmanned aerial vehicles uav from a singaporean
point of view and concludes that uav s lack of situational awareness and need for
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ever larger amounts of communication bandwidth are major drawbacks that can
be partially compensated for by various means however the author concludes
that uav s will complement but not replace manned aircraft
Bio-inspired Computation in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2014-01-02 this book
addresses the major challenges in realizing unmanned aerial vehicles uavs in iot
based smart cities the challenges tackled vary from cost and energy efficiency to
availability and service quality the aim of this book is to focus on both the design
and implementation aspects of the uav based approaches in iot enabled smart
cities applications that are enabled and supported by wireless sensor networks
5g and beyond the contributors mainly focus on data delivery approaches and
their performability aspects this book is meant for readers of varying disciplines
who are interested in implementing the smart planet environments vision via
wireless wired enabling technologies involves the most up to date unmanned
aerial vehicles uav assessment and evaluation approaches includes innovative
operational ideas in agriculture surveillance rescue etc pertains researchers
scientists engineers and practitioners in the field of smart cities iot and
communications fadi al turjman received his ph d from queen s university
canada he is a full professor and a research center director at near east
university nicosia he is a leading authority in the area of iot and intelligent
systems his publication history spans over 250 publications in addition to his
editorialship in top journals such as the ieee communication surveys and
tutorials and the elsevier sustaibable cities and society
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 1995 this book presents the basic tools required to
obtain the dynamical models for aerial vehicles in the newtonian or lagrangian
approach several control laws are presented for mini helicopters quadrotors
mini blimps flapping wing aerial vehicles planes etc finally this book has two
chapters devoted to embedded control systems and kalman filters applied for
aerial vehicles control and navigation this book presents the state of the art in
the area of uavs the aerodynamical models of different configurations are
presented in detail as well as the control strategies which are validated in
experimental platforms
Computational Intelligence for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Communication
Networks 2022-03-29 unmanned aerial vehicles presents concepts important to
any individual endeavoring to use unmanned aerial vehicles in work or research
for the first time the capability of using unmanned aerial vehicles in performing
atmospheric chemical measurements and in the design of sensor and sampling
payloads is discussed and a review of recent trends is provided the authors
explore the concept of a universal flight and navigation system for small and
ultra small unmanned aerial vehicles with open architecture both in hardware
and software terms the closing study details unmanned aerial vehicle
photogrammetry its idiosyncrasies and its applicability in the conservation of
archaeological objects
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Flight Formation Control 2012-12-17 this book focuses on the fault tolerant
cooperative control ftcc of multiple unmanned aerial vehicles multi uavs it
provides systematic and comprehensive descriptions of ftcc issues in multi uavs
concerning faults external disturbances strongly unknown nonlinearities and
input saturation further it addresses ftcc design from longitudinal motions to
attitude motions and outer loop position motions of multi uavs the book s
detailed control schemes can be used to enhance the flight safety of multi uavs
as such the book offers readers an in depth understanding of uav safety in
cooperative formation flight and corresponding design methods the ftcc methods
presented here can also provide guidelines for engineers to improve the safety
of aerospace engineering systems the book offers a valuable asset for scientists
and researchers aerospace engineers control engineers lecturers and teachers
and graduates and undergraduates in the system and control community
especially those working in the field of uav cooperation and multi agent systems
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2011-05-05 many industries have begun to
recognize the potential support that unmanned aerial vehicles uavs offer and
this is no less true for the commercial sector current research on this field is
narrowly focused on technological development to improve the functionality of
delivery and endurance of the drone delivery in logistics as well as on regulatory
challenges posed by such operations there is a need for further attention to be
applied to operational and integration challenges associated with uavs
unmanned aerial vehicles in civilian logistics and supply chain management is a
collection of innovative research that investigates the opportunities and
challenges for the use of uavs in logistics and supply chain management with a
specific aim to focus on the multifaceted impact of drone delivery while
highlighting topics including non military operations public management and
safety culture this book is ideally designed for government administrators
managers industry professionals researchers and students
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles/Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles: Likely Missions
and Challenges for the Policy-Relevant Future 2008-10 control of autonomous
aerial vehicles is an edited book that provides a single volume snapshot on the
state of the art in the field of control theory applied to the design of autonomous
unmanned aerial vehicles uavs aka drones employed in a variety of applications
the homogeneous structure allows the reader to transition seamlessly through
results in guidance navigation and control of uavs according to the canonical
classification of the main components of a uav s autopilot each chapter has been
written to assist graduate students and practitioners in the fields of aerospace
engineering and control theory the contributing authors duly present detailed
literature reviews conveying their arguments in a systematic way with the help
of diagrams plots and algorithms they showcase the applicability of their results
by means of flight tests and numerical simulations the results of which are
discussed in detail control of autonomous aerial vehicles will interest readers
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who are researchers practitioners or graduate students in control theory
autonomous systems or robotics or in aerospace mechanical or electrical
engineering
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Smart Cities 2020-04-20 the use of unmanned
aerial vehicles uavs plays an important role in supporting human activities man
is concentrating more and more on intellectual work and trying to automate
practical activities as much as possible in order to increase their efficiency in
this regard the use of drones is increasingly becoming a key aspect of this
automation process offering many advantages including agility efficiency and
reduced risk especially in dangerous missions hence this special issue focuses
on applications platforms and services where uavs can be used as facilitators for
the task at hand also keeping in mind that security should be addressed from its
different perspectives ranking from communications security to operational
security and furthermore considering privacy issues
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2010-03-29 the 15 chapters in this book explore the
theoretical as well as a number of technical research outcomes on all aspects of
uavs uavs has widely differing applications such as disaster management
structural inspection goods delivery transportation localization mapping
pollution and radiation monitoring search and rescue farming etc the
advantages of using uavs are countless and have led the way for the full
integration of uavs as intelligent objects into the iot system the book covers
cover such subjects as efficient energy management systems in uav based iot
networks ioe enabled uavs mind controlled uav using brain computer interface
bci the importance of ai in realizing autonomous and intelligent flying iot
blockchain based solutions for various security issues in uav enabled iot the
challenges and threats of uavs such as hijacking privacy cyber security and
physical safety
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2020 an invaluable addition to the literature on
uav guidance and cooperative control cooperative path planning of unmanned
aerial vehicles is a dedicated practical guide to computational path planning for
uavs one of the key issues facing future development of uavs is path planning it
is vital that swarm uavs mavs can cooperate together in a coordinated manner
obeying a pre planned course but able to react to their environment by
communicating and cooperating an optimized path is necessary in order to
ensure a uav completes its mission efficiently safely and successfully focussing
on the path planning of multiple uavs for simultaneous arrival on target
cooperative path planning of unmanned aerial vehicles also offers coverage of
path planners that are applicable to land sea or space borne vehicles
cooperative path planning of unmanned aerial vehicles is authored by leading
researchers from cranfield university and provides an authoritative resource for
researchers academics and engineers working in the area of cooperative
systems cooperative control and optimization particularly in the aerospace
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industry
Fault-Tolerant Cooperative Control of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
2023-12-06 this book discusses state estimation and control procedures for a low
cost unmanned aerial vehicle uav the authors consider the use of robust
adaptive kalman filter algorithms and demonstrate their advantages over the
optimal kalman filter in the context of the difficult and varied environments in
which uavs may be employed fault detection and isolation fdi and data fusion for
uav air data systems are also investigated and control algorithms including the
classical optimal and fuzzy controllers are given for the uav the performance of
different control methods is investigated and the results compared state
estimation and control of low cost unmanned aerial vehicles covers all the
important issues for designing a guidance navigation and control gnc system of
a low cost uav it proposes significant new approaches that can be exploited by
gnc system designers in the future and also reviews the current literature the
state estimation control and fdi methods are illustrated by examples and matlab
simulations state estimation and control of low cost unmanned aerial vehicles
will be of interest to both researchers in academia and professional engineers in
the aerospace industry graduate students may also find it useful and some
sections are suitable for an undergraduate readership
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Civilian Logistics and Supply Chain
Management 2019-05-31
Unmanned Vehicles 1988
Control of Autonomous Aerial Vehicles 2023-11-20
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2020-12-29
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles for Internet of Things (IoT) 2021-08-03
Cooperative Path Planning of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2010-11-09
State Estimation and Control for Low-cost Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 2015-06-10
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